
 

  

What can we 
do? 

We need to start off by making 

more people aware, so 

handing out leaflets etc would 

help greatly as China has tried 

to hide this.  This has now 

been brushed unde r the 

carpet. In 2018 this was a very 

promenant and important thing 

that everyone was talking 

about, however now, due to 

nothing happening, people 

have chosen to ignore it when 

it is stil going on. I think having 

protests would be helful as 

long as they are peaceful. I 

wouldn’t want to do nay rule 

breaking because, yes it does 

bring attention, but not in a 

good way. Perhaps writing a 

letter to the priminister or 

starting a petition to make the 

government do something. 

This Issue: 

What are the concentration 

camps? 

Why are they happening? 

What we can do to change 

things. 
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What are the concentration 

camps? 

In 2017 China started something called ‘Xinjiang 

re-education camps’. These were concentartion 

camps, said to be to educate a minority of 

Chinese Muslims called Uyghurs. However, we 

now know that the purposes of the camp are to 

indoctrinate muslims and other minorities to have 

the set of beliefs that the Chinese government 

wants. There are an estimated 1.5 million 

inmates. The camps have been operated outside 

of the legal system which  means that the inmates 

did not undergo any trial to be condemned to a 

camp and were just taken.  The authorities claim 

that it is to combat terrorism because they say 

that Islam promotes terrorist views. Not only is 

this incorrect but it is also very racist.  You cannot 

just assume that all people of one group have a 

certain belief after not even doing the research. 

Especially if you are going to put them in 

concentartion camps, you need a valid reason.  

Why are they happening? 

China is ruled by a communist group called The 

CPC, (Communist Party of China), this group is 

very far left and believe that everyone should 

have the same views and don’t believe in having 

religions. In the 2000 cencus it says that there is 

an estimated 20 million muslims in  

 

China. Since the CPC are a communist party they aim to 

not have any religions in China. This is violating the right 

to reliogious freedom.The conditions that the inmates 

are being held in is very wrong. They are being forced to 

eat pig and drink wine! There is security to prevent them 

from praying and they have to exclaim each day that they 

have no religion. A source from ‘the Spectator’ talks 

about his experiences. ~” Vegetable-seller Kairat 

Samarkhan didn’t know why he had been summoned to 

the police station. ‘I had to empty my pockets and hand 

over my belt and laces. Then they started to ask 

questions,’ he says. After days of interrogation, during 

which he was hardly allowed to sleep, officers pulled a 

sack over his head and drove him to a camp near the city 

of Altai. Samarkhan, a Muslim Kazakh, told me about his 

experience in the camp: ‘Every day, we had to renounce 

the Muslim faith and confirm that we respect the laws of 

China. Before every meal, we chorused: “Long live Xi 

Jinping!” ’ The Chinese government claims that the 

camps aren’t cruel, simply educational, but Samarkhan 

was tortured and eventually tried to kill himself. ‘I ran 

against the wall with my head. Again and again. I did not 

want to live any more.’ He was then taken to a hospital 

and eventually released, whereupon he fled to 

Kazakhstan. It’s impossible to visit an actual camp unless 

you’re part of a state-sanctioned press visit, but a 

reporter recently managed to travel undercover to 

Xinjiang and witnessed —  

 

 



 

 

Picture of concent rat ion camp 

UN rights activists protesting against China 

even outside the camps — a police and 

surveillance state that seems like a hi-tech 

version of Mao’s Cultural Revolution. Every 

street and alley, even in the smallest villages, is 

monitored by surveillance cameras, many 

equipped with facial recognition technology. “ 

Some have undergone sexual assault and they 

have been separated from their families. Many 

have attempted to commit suicide. The Chinese 

force them to study communist beliefs and 

undergo mental torture. They have to do 

physical laubour. 

What has been done to 
prevent them? 

In 2019, the United Nations ambassadors 

from 22 nations, 

including Australia, Canada, France, Germ

any, Japan, and the United 

Kingdom  signed a letter condemning China's 

mass detention of the Uyghurs and other 

minority groups, urging the Chinese 

government to close the camps. However, 

China has chosen to ignore this  and has still 

continued to prosecute innocents. As a muslim 

myself I feel very strongly about this topic. 
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